
Mogul Productions Partners with Renowned
Luxury Artist Max Jamali, Merging the Worlds
of DeFi, NFTs, and Luxury Art

LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, May 7, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- In a

groundbreaking fusion of the digital

and luxurious, Mogul Productions

proudly announces a strategic

partnership with the innovative luxury

artist Max Jamali. This collaboration

marks a significant milestone in the

intersection of decentralized finance

(DeFi), and the high-end performative

art world, embodying Mogul's visionary

approach to revolutionizing the

entertainment industry.

Mogul Productions is at the forefront

of Film3 and is a pioneering movie-based NFT platform that is reshaping how films are financed.

The platform allows crypto owners to trade their tokens for NFT’s that unlock incredible film &

entertainment related opportunities. This creates a world where artists can fund projects

“Max understands the

modern art scene in a way

few other artists do. The

Mogul Productions team are

planning projects with Max

unlike anything anyone has

ever experienced.”

CEO Matt Gigault

without the gatekeepers of traditional filmmaking getting

in the way.  

Mogul's allows users to vote on film projects and

participate in crucial production decisions. Mogul offers it’s

own token ($STARS) too and these holders will be the

biggest winners of this collaboration. 

“Max understands the modern art scene in a way few

other artists do. The Mogul Productions team are planning

projects with Max unlike anything anyone has ever

experienced.” - CEO Matt Gigault

Max Jamali, an artist renowned for his opulent creations and luxurious approach to mixed-media

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.mogulproductions.com/
https://twitter.com/ImCoffeepapi
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art, brings a unique dimension to this

partnership. With his art displayed in

major cities around the world and a

commitment to luxury as both a theme

and a medium, Jamali's collaboration

with Mogul is set to redefine the

boundaries between art, luxury, and

the digital space.

“I'm thrilled about this collaboration

with Mogul Productions because it's an

opportunity to blend their innovative concepts with the new mediums and techniques I'm

introducing this year. Together, we can push the boundaries of conventional thinking, opening

up a world of endless possibilities.“ - Max Jamali

Mogul Productions is excited to embark on this partnership with Max Jamali, anticipating the

creation of exclusive NFT collections that blend the essence of luxury art with the dynamic world

of film. This alliance not only enhances the Mogul platform but also enriches the broader

entertainment and art communities, promising a future where technology, art, and film converge

in a game-changing way.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/709288378
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